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“What forces drive such 
dramatic rearrangements in 
cells?”



Drosophila – The fruitfly

Question: Molecular mechanisms that control Dorso-ventral axis 
determination 



For almost every organ in humans there is a match in flies, and common genes



Christiane Nüsslein-Volhard

“I immediately loved working 
with flies. They fascinated me, 
and followed me around in my 
dreams.”

“I will never forget the thrill of seeing 
cleavage and gastrulation for the first 
time in living frog embryos.” 

Eric F. Wieschaus

Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine 1995
for discoveries around the genetic control of early embryonic development

Edward B. Lewis
He generally avoided molecular explanations for his observations, in part due to a feeling of 

humility towards most things biochemical, and in part from a suspicion that the available 
molecular mechanisms couldn't explain the complexity he saw in the flies.



Christiane Nüsslein-Volhard

12 Maternal Effect Genes

Toll



Christiane Nüsslein-Volhard

Toll encodes a transmembrane protein and, together with its ligand, 
Spätzle, controls the entire dorsal-ventral pathway in Drosophila
development. MAPS to position 97D on the left of chromosome 3.

“The genetic ordering of the Toll 
pathway is probably the thing 
that has had the biggest impact 
because of the importance of Toll-
like receptors in mammalian 
immunity,” says Anderson. 

Kathryn Anderson

Research project: 
Molecular mechanisms 
for Dorso-ventral axis 
determination – The 
cloning and heterologous 
expression of the Toll 
receptor



Research project: 
Molecular mechanisms 
for Dorso-ventral axis 
determination – The 
cloning and heterologous 
expression of the Toll 
receptor

Screening:
(i)genomic libraries
(ii)expression libraries

2 plausible clones Sequencing



LRR47

Cloning of the Toll gene by screening 
gene libraries and isolated 2 clones 

LRR47
47kDa protein with leucine-rich 
repeats
Present in adult females
Also during embryogenesis
MAPS to position 32A on the left of 
chromosome 2



N-myristoyltransferase (NMT)

N-Myristoyltranferase (NMT)

- Essential for embryogenesis
- Catalyses lipid modification of 

proteins



Cape Town – Welcome Trust Fellowship



Cape Town – Welcome Trust Fellowship

Jasper Rees



Cape Town The New Gene



Cape Town – Welcome Trust Fellowship

Jasper Rees

Sonti Aapies



Cape Town – Welcome Trust Fellowship

Sonti Aapies

Departure from 
Cape Town



Johannesburg



Johannesburg
(i) NMT work 

continues

Characterization 
of the new gene

Sonti Aapies

Arshad Mather



N-myristoyltransferase



The New Gene
Novel - N-terminal Domain

N C

Ubiquitin-like Domain

N C

E3 Ligase
Retinoblastoma 
protein binding (pRB)

p53 binding

Tumour suppressors
Play critical roles in the cell cycle 



Cells lacking SNAMA commit suicide

SNAMA probably plays an anti-apoptotic function



SNAMA

Two isoforms – SNAMA A & B
Differential expression 

- Spatial
- Temporal

Expressed in pole cells



RBBP6 proteins (also known as P2P-R, PACT,SNAMA)
•Ubiquitin-like domain called DWNN – Domain With No Name
•Zinc finger – CCHC
•RING finger like motif – probably with E3 ligase activity
•Proline-rich region
•Lysine-rich region
•RS-region
•coiled-coil
•p53 – binding domain (downstream the RING finger)
•pRB – binding domain (also downstream the RING finger)

RBBP6 proteins (also known as P2P-R, PACT,SNAMA)



Is SNAMA (RBBP6) involved in p53 signaling?

RBBP6

p21

Cell cycle arrest/
apoptosis



Is SNAMA (RBBP6) involved in p53 signaling?

Flies were challenged with camptothecin 
Proteomic analysis during and after treatment



Is SNAMA (RBBP6) involved in p53 signaling?



Is SNAMA (RBBP6) involved in p53 signaling?



Otto Warburg
In the 1920s Otto Warburg found that, under aerobic 
conditions, tumour tissues metabolize approximately 
tenfold more glucose to lactate in a given time than normal 
tissues, a phenomenon known as the Warburg effect.

Sidney Weinhouse (1976). “I feel that as our perspectives 
have broadened over the years, the burning issues of 
glycolysis and respiration in cancer now flicker only dimly; 
they have receded in importance, and are no longer in the 
mainstream of cancer research”.



The Warburg Effect is a widespread cancer-associated 
trait. It is exploited as a diagnostic e.g. positron emission 
tomography (PET) whereby 18-fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG), 
preferentially accumulates in tumour cells as a result of 
their rapid uptake of glucose. Because of the prevalence of 
this phenotype, PET is an effective clinical imaging 
technique to detect most cancers and monitor therapeutic 
responses.



Positron Emission Tomography (PET) 



p53 controls glucose metabolism at multiple points Negative regulators: MDM2 and RBBP6
GLUT1 - 4

Plasma 
membrane



Glycolysis 

OXPHOS

Pyruvate

p53
2ATPs (nett)

36 ATPs (nett)

Glucose intake

p53 controls glucose metabolism at multiple points Negative regulators: MDM2 and RBBP6

Exogenous pyruvate

GLUT1 - 4

Plasma 
membrane



Would by-pass of the glycolytic pathway selectively protect normal 
cells during chemotherapy?

Methyl pyruvate Irinotecan Irinotecan 



Normal Lung fibroblast cell line Lung cancer cell line



xCELLigence

Methyl pyruvate 
protects a MRC-5 lung 
fibroblasts from 
irinotecan-induced cell 
death
Methyl pyruvate 
accelerates the death 
of cancer lung 
fibroblasts





Cytochrome c

Cytochrome c

Cytochrome c



A549 Cotreated vs untreated 

MRC-5 Cotreated vs untreated 

Affected Biological processes - GENMANIA

upregulated in the MRC-5 lung 
fibroblasts promote angiogenesis, cell 
cycle regulation, cell survival and 
control glucose metabolism.
upregulated genes in A549 fibroblasts 
mediate apoptosis 



methyl pyruvate directly triggers opposite 
outcomes in these cells: pro-angiogenic and 
pro-survival factors in the MRC-5 fibroblasts 
and anti-angiogenic and apoptotic factors in 
fibroblasts.



methyl pyruvate protects irinotecan-treated normal 
lung fibroblast cell line (MRC-5) probably by turning 
off the p53/p21 axis of the apoptotic pathways. 
When the MRC-5 fibroblasts recover in drug-free 
medium, the intrinsic apoptotic pathway is also turned 
off 
In contrast, the mere introduction of exogenous 
pyruvate kills the cancer lung fibroblasts (A549). 
When combined with irinotecan cell death  occurs in 
cancer cells but not in the normal cell line.

Key observations





Sugar feeds cancer 

Carbohydrate diet may no longer be overlooked during 
the management of cancer

Problem – carbohydrates are required by all cells

Bypassing glycolysis and boosting respiration may be a 
good strategy to protect normal cells during 
chemotherapy and in the management of cancer in 
general.

Food for thought



“Poor carbohydrate diet 
supports therapy with 

amatin.”



2016



Eureka
The Future





Is RBBP6 drugable?

pRB-
binding 
domain

p53-
binding 
domain

Kappo et,al: JBC VOL. 287, NO. 10, pp. 7146–7158, March 2, 2012
Pugh et.al; BMC: 2006

The Future



Is RBBP6 drugable?
DWNN RING domain p53BD

Molecular 
docking & drug 
discovery

3-D structure

Putative 
Binding sites

The Future



XX
The field of cancer has largely been guided by a reductionist focus on cancer cells

Design, construction and testing of a 
micro-system to simulate the tumor 
microenvironment.

The Future



MMetabolic reprogramming and the immune system

Glycolysis

OXPHOS

ATP

Normal
Cells

Cancer
Cells

Macrophage/
Dendritic cell
(Resting)

Cancer cell
(Infected)

PAMP-activated
(infection)

Macrophage/
Dendritic cell
(Activated)

?

*PAMP: Pathogen-associated molecular pattern

“Warburg
effect”

Ntombi and Phil

The Future





Future

Biomarkers for early Diagnosis of 
Pancreatic cancer.



Validation of 
pyruvate 
esters as 
adjunctive to 
chemotherapy

Development 
of drug leads



Drug Discovery & 
Development platform

Clinical bases:
(i) Cancer
(ii) Infectious diseases

Medicinal chemistry

Resources:
(i) Genomics and 

transcriptomic 
databases

(ii) Animal 
(disease)models

(iii) Pharmacokinetics 
(ADME/Tox) assays

(iv) Ingenuity Pathways 
analysis

(v) R/Bioconductor

Biomarker 
discovery

Searchable 
database

Experimental  techniques:
Cloning
Transcriptomics – RT-PCR multiplex
Focussed expression analyses (RT2-
Profiling
Stable cell line establishment
Overexpression and gene silencing.
Functional assays – luminescence, 
fluorescence, ELISA, FACS, Real-time 
cell Imaging, Western Blot etc.
DARTS 

Plants Insects

Proteins 
extract

Nucleic 
acid  

extract

Fractionation
HPLC-MS

Drug Discovery – lead 
compounds

High-
throughput 
sequencing

Molecular 
Biology

Assay

Assay 
design

Validation and ADME/Tox

Lead optimization

Compound 
synthesis

(Dept of Chemistry)
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Best Friends

Flylab people
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